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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW:   SHANSHAN FENG 
May 27, 2017 
 

 

Q.  No bogeys today.  I talked to Mercer on the range, he said you're really starting to 

play well.  Do you sense that as a player, and if so, do you expect more of yourself? 

 

SHANSHAN FENG:  Well, I appreciate it from my boss. 

 

Q.  Your boss? 

 

SHANSHAN FENG:  Yeah, I always call him my boss.  I would say yeah, I'm starting to hit 

the ball more like what I normally do because at the beginning of the year when I was in 

Asia, I was hitting the ball all over and I almost lost myself.  Then I think I made a little 

adjustment on my swing and I got it back and I'm hitting the ball really well and rolling the 

putts also.  So I'm really happy about the condition right now. 

 

Q.  You'll likely be in the last pairing tomorrow depending on what they do with the 

weather.  You're notorious for not watching the leaderboard.  Is that a strategy you're 

going to stick to? 

 

SHANSHAN FENG:  Yes, always.  That's what I normally do.  But of course I would know 

what my playing partners are doing, but that's it. 

 

Q.  Obviously a good round, tied for the lead at the point.  Just talk about the round a 

little bit and how you felt out there. 

 

SHANSHAN FENG:  Well, I started the round a little slowly.  I was only 1 under through like 

eight holes and then I made like two putts in a row on the ninth and tenth.  After that I was 

just feeling like, oh, I can start making birdies and I was more comfortable also.   

 

And then I missed playing with Sung Hyun because the first two days I played with her and 

we were trying to shoot, like make birdies like every hole if it was possible.  I was trying to 

stick to the same thing even though we weren't in the same group but still trying to make 

more birdies, and then overall I think I've done well, yeah. 

 

Q.  Do you look at the scoreboard much when there's so many names up there and 

it's pretty tight, a lot of movement? 

 

SHANSHAN FENG:  Not really.  I have a habit that I don't look at the leaderboards until 

Sunday night, so I actually don't really know where I'm at and I don't really know what the 

others are doing.  But I'm feeling good about my condition right now and what I've done the 

first three days, so looking forward to the final day. 

 

Q.  Do you look at the leaderboard when you're done with the round today? 
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SHANSHAN FENG:  No, after tomorrow, after we finish tomorrow. 

 

Q.  So even tomorrow morning you won't know where you are? 

 

SHANSHAN FENG:  No. 

 

Q.  You don't want anybody to tell you, either? 

 

SHANSHAN FENG:  No.  I actually tell my team, I tell them, people around me, I say don't 

tell me where I'm at.  If I want to know something, I'll ask you, but don't tell me, yeah. 
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